
HAROLD ROSENBERG ACTION PAINTING THESIS

The Critic Harold Rosenberg likened artists such as de Kooning and Kline to heroic existentialists wrestling with
self-expression and creating unmatched art.

His essay, "The American Action Painters," brought into focus the paramount concern of de Kooning, Pollock
, and Kline in particular, with the act of painting. Some people deny that there is anything original in the
recent American painting. User Content comes from a variety of sources. Our copyright agent for notice of
claims of copyright infringement on the Site can be reached as follows: Copyright Agent: 65 Bleecker St.
Sellers are solely responsible for the description, condition, authenticity, and quality of the goods offered. A
sketch is the preliminary form of an image the mind is trying to grasp. In New York two passionate young
intellectuals, Clement Greenberg and Harold Rosenberg, argued vigorously about the nature of this new
painting. From the contemporary stance, this writing can be considered as an agitation tool, since it centered
on a prefix of national context. In this mood there is no point in an act if you already know what it contains.
We do not endorse, or support any views, opinions, recommendations, or advice that may be in User Content,
nor do we vouch for its accuracy or its reliability, usefulness, safety or intellectual property rights of any User
Content. To be Modern Art a work need not be either modern nor art; it need not even be a work. Each stroke
had to be a decision and was answered by a new question. In the arts, many sought freedom from the
ideological underpinnings of Marxist-driven realism or the esthetics of Cubism and Surrealism. Artspace
bidding Artspace may, through employees, submit bids on auction items that are subject to a Reserve Price.
Rosenberg was never so closely aligned with a single artist as Greenberg was with Pollock, but his admiration
and support for de Kooning never waivered. He creates in an environment not of people but of functions. That
attitude happened to echo the slant of internationally competitive American ideology in the Cold War.
Rosenberg was an art critic for the New Yorker, taught on the graduate faculty of the University of Chicago,
and wrote numerous books, among them The Anxious Object and The Tradition of the New, which included
the Action Painting essay. At its center the movement was away from rather than towards. The hamlet-sized
population, concentrated in the blocks northeast of Washington Square, already outnumbered the scene of the
previous decade, when all the major styles of Abstract Expressionism coalescedâ€”in a blur of eureka
moments, studio by studioâ€”amid poverty and obscurity, irradiated by passion. It preserved one essential
concept of the Leninism that had intoxicated their generation of intellectuals in the thirties: the vanguard,
whose alienated, conspiratorial, happy-few solidarity is an earnest of revolutionary rectitude. Namely,
Rosenberg aimed to credit the United States as the center of international culture after World War II and
action painting as the most important movement. During the s it was promoted by several galleries such was
Julien Levy exhibition space or The Art of The Century run by Peggy Guggenheim , and a number of
prominent art critics. Or repeated on another scale and with more control. Your use of the Site indicates that
you have read, understood and agree to these terms of use "Terms". Artspace may 1 submit the opening bid on
behalf of the seller at the Reserve Price, 2 place single or successive bids on behalf of the seller in response to
other bids that are below the Reserve Price. As he put it, "At a certain moment the canvas began to appear to
one American painter after another as an arena in which to act But if you have come because your liberation is
bound up with mine, then let us work together. Your maximum bid is kept confidential until it is exceeded by
another bidder. The result suggests, to me, the pleasant conceit of considering Rosenberg and Greenberg
themselves as types of Abstract Expressionists, in discursive prose: Rosenberg lyrically impulsive, like de
Kooning; and Greenberg as starkly decisive as Newman. Unless otherwise specified, only one offer is value
per person, maximum two per household.


